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ABSTRACT
The traceability is of paramount importance and considered as a prerequisite for businesses for long-term functioning in today’s
global supply chain. The implementation of traceability can create visibility by the systematic recall of information related to
all processes and logistics movement. The traceability coding tag consists of unique features for identification, which links the
product with traceability information, plays an important part in the traceability system. In this paper, we describe an innovative
technique of product component-based traceability which demonstrates that product’s inherent features—extracted using deep
learning—can be used as a traceability signature. This has been demonstrated on textile fabrics, where Faster region-based con-
volutional neural network (Faster R-CNN) has been introduced with transfer learning to provide a robust end-to-end solution
for coded yarn recognition. The experimental results show that the deep learning-based algorithm is promising in coded yarn
recognition, which indicates the feasibility for industrial application.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Atlantis Press SARL.
This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

The traceability, which provides the ability to track and trace
products within the supply chain, is extremely important for
the manufacturing industry. The implementation of traceability
enables all physical processes and information flows to be avail-
able across the manufacturing supply chain. A widely accepted def-
inition on traceability is the “ability to verify the history, location,
or application of an item by means of documented recorded iden-
tification,” which proposed by the International Organization for
Standardization [1]. A better visibility and the verification of a prod-
uct or raw materials within the supply chain contribute to the fight
against counterfeiting [2]. The ability to track and trace enables the
stakeholders to have authentic information about product distribu-
tion [3] and the origin of the identified products for recalling, which
improves the efficiency of recall handling [4]. Moreover, with the
traceability information related to the production process, such as
the energy use, water use, the company can quantify the environ-
mental footprint during the whole product life cycle, and further
optimize the production process to reduce environmental impacts
[5]. In a broad sense, an efficient traceability system enables brand
owners to dynamically monitor and control all production stages of
the supply chain and master key data on products and processes in
order to effectively preserve professional knowledge.

*Corresponding author. Email: kaichen.wang@ensait.fr

As one of the oldest industries in the world, the implementation of
traceability in the textile and apparel T&A industry has been pro-
posed as novel alternatives by numerous studies [6–9]. Based on
previous studies [9–11], the framework of textile supply chain trace-
ability system is proposed, as shown in Figure 1. The traceability tag
consists of unique features for identification, which links the prod-
uct with traceability information, plays an important part in the
traceability system [2,12]. On the business-to-business (B2B) level,
industrial firms can effectivelymonitor data at all production stages,
including technical process parameters, product quality features,
and environmental impacts. With properly designed traceability
tags, consumers would be able to access to the information regard-
ing the whole production process of the final products. Besides, the
information exchange between the consumer database (B2C level)
and the product database can further lead to the on-demandmanu-
facturing, which transforms manufacturing resources into services
that can be comprehensively shared and circulated [13]. There are
two types of tags widely used in the textile sector, namely opti-
cal tags (barcode [14], QR code [15]) and radio frequency identi-
fication (RFID) tags [16]. However, the above mentioned tags are
vulnerable to replication and can be easily removed from the prod-
uct without much influence on the product’s physical appearance,
which increases the risk of counterfeiting and the loss of tracking
information. Although the RFID tags can be embedded into the
product to increase the integritywith the physical product [17], they
can bring some problems to the recycling and disposal of the tex-
tiles due of the use of electronic chips [18].
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Figure 1 The framework of textile supply chain traceability system.

In this paper, we describe an innovative technique of product
component-based traceability which demonstrates that product’s
inherent features—extracted using deep learning—can be used as
a traceability signature. This has been demonstrated on textile
fabrics, where Faster region-based convolutional neural network
(Faster R-CNN)–based deep learning is used to capture the visual
features of textile yarns (i.e., product component) and convert it
into a traceability signature. By introducing a different method for
yarn coding, the number of coded yarn classes can be extended.
Individual coded yarns act as the essential part of the traceabil-
ity system, the sequence of coded yarn are designed accordingly to
carry useful information—similar to barcode [14]. A check digit
(yarn) computed by an algorithm from the other sequence input
can be incorporated to detect simple errors in the input series [19].
The task of recognizing coded yarns consists of the detection of the
coded yarn position—to read the sequence information, and the
classification of coded yarn—to distinguish coded yarn with dif-
ferent constructions, which is a typical computer vision and image
processing task.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the related work. Section 3 describes the design of the proposed
coded yarn-based fabric traceability tag. Section 4 describes the
object detection algorithm based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) for tag recognition. Section 5 describes the materials used
for producing the coded yarn-based tag and themethod used for tag
recognition. Experimental results obtained from the prepared tags
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper
and presents the future perspectives.

2. RELATED WORK

Considering the limitation of RFIDs and printed QR codes, vari-
ous propositions have been made in the past. One such proposi-
tion is, instead of using external tracking tags, the use of product’s

inherent features for traceability. This not only eliminate the depen-
dency on external tags, but the use of inherent features links the
physical product with a traceability signature [6]. Further, using
yarn as traceability components has been proposed for textile fab-
rics in which the unique optical features of the coded yarn are used
as the traceability marks for the textiles [7]. With these optical fea-
tures introduced by yarn coding technique, a pattern recognition
algorithm is applied for decoding the information. There are sev-
eral advantages offered by yarn-based tags over other tags [14,15].
The coded yarns are integrated into the textiles during the man-
ufacturing process, thus cannot be removed from the fabric with-
out damaging the physical appearance. Unlike the RFIDs, the coded
yarns are normal textile materials, which will not affect the weara-
bility of the product and can be recycled instead of discarded [18].
It is worth mentioning that for real world application, one of the
major agitations for the textiles occurs during the washing treat-
ment. Owing to the stressing and shearing during the washing pro-
cess, the textile coding tags become flabby to a certain extent, which
can slightly affect the coded yarn recognition accuracy as discussed
in [8]. While for the conventional RFIDs or printed QR codes, they
can no longer be functioning after washing treatment. However,
there are still some limitations to the previous coded yarn-based
tags. The 2-ply coded yarn consists of a core yarn and a wrapped
yarn [7], sets restrictions on the diversity of the coding scheme.
Besides, the pattern recognition algorithm has moderate success
rates (67% and 59% for woven and knitted tags, respectively) and
required the position of the reference yarn during the algorithm
execution [8], which limits the application in the real production
scenario.

There has been a revolution in the description of local features in
the computer vision area from handcrafted to deep learning-based
methods over the last decades [20]. The local feature descriptors,
which describe the local regions using elements such as edges, cor-
ners, gradients, are one of the fundamental components of tradi-
tional computer vision tasks. The scale-invariant feature transformPdf_Folio:714
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(SIFT) algorithm using Difference of Gaussians (DoG) to detect
local features proposed by Lowe [21] is one of the most widely
used methods for key point detection. The data-driven methods
inspired by the idea of machine learning [22] were proposed as an
alternative to the selection of the best handcrafted features. These
methods empower comprehensively optimized descriptors based
on a specific dataset, which sometimes significantly outperform the
handcrafted features [20]. In particular, multilayer artificial neural
networks, also known as “deep learning” are increasing the accu-
racy of computer vision tasks [23]. In 2015, the deep neural net-
work proposed by He et al. [24] achieved a 3.57% error rate for the
correct classification of images in the ImageNet dataset [25], com-
pared with a 5.1% error rate among human. It is worth noting that
there are some works in computer vision utilizing the advantages
of CNN [26–28]. Thus, instead of manually extracting coded yarn
features (wrapping angle, wrapping area, and twist distance [7]),
this paper utilizes the advantages of deep learning—automatically
learning features are used at multiple levels of abstraction.

3. DESIGN OF CODED YARN-BASED
FABRIC TAGS

3.1. Yarn Coding Procedure

The coded yarns with special optical features are used as essential
component for the traceability tags. This 100% textile-based tag is a
solution offered by yarn spinning process. A composite yarn assem-
bly consists of two yarns with different contrast was proposed as
the coded yarn [7]. As demonstrated in previous research [7], the
optical features introduced by different twist densities of wrapping
yarn and core yarn can be manually extracted for identification. In
this paper, instead of using 2-ply wrapping yarn as the coded yarn,
a 3-ply “Z” twisting yarn was proposed as the coded yarn. With
the introducing of a third yarn in the composite yarn assembly, the
number of coded yarn classes can be increased. For instance, at the
same twist configuration, the 3-ply twisting yarns present differ-
ent optical features with different color combination, as shown in
Figure 2. Therefore, different coded yarn classes can be achieved
using different twists densities together with different color
combinations.

3.2. Integration of Coded Yarns into Woven
Fabric Structure

Similar to the barcodes, which contains different widths of lines,
the textile tags can be designed with coded yarns having different
optical features. The digits in barcodes can be represented by differ-
ent classes of coded yarn. The sequence of the coded yarns can be
specifically designed in order to provide meaningful information.
Woven structure produced by orthogonally interlacing two sets of
yarns is proposed as the textile structure for coded yarn integra-
tion. As warp yarn sequence remains fixed during the weaving pro-
cess, the coded yarns can be inserted on weft direction to replace
some regular weft yarns. Regular yarns are inserted accordingly to
separate the coded yarns. Weft selection can be easily achieved on
modern weaving machines, thus the coded yarn sequence can alter
according to the predesigned pattern. To introduce  visible opti-
cal features, a certain length of float (long enough to extract opti-
cal features) can be used to get a continuous appearance on the

fabric surface (as shown in Figure 3). The detailed information on
the production of the coded yarn-based fabric tags and the imple-
mentation is demonstrated in [8].

In order to increase the robustness of the traceability tags, a check-
sum algorithm, which verifies the correctness of the code sequence
is integrated into the tag designing process. As shown in Figure 4,
the last coded yarn in the sequence is used as the check digit (yarn)
to detect whether the sequence is decoded correctly inspired by
The International Article Number (also known as European Article
Number or EAN) [29]. Different weights are assigned to the dig-
its at odd and even positions, and the checksum is calculated as a
weighted sum of all the digits (excluding the check digit) modulo a

Figure 2 (a) Schematic diagram of 3-ply coded yarns,
where (1) consists of 2 white yarns and 1 black yarn (2)
consists of 2 black yarns and 1 white yarn; (b) Physical
3-ply coded yarn specimens, where (1) consists of 2 white
yarns and 1 black yarn (2) consists of 2 black yarns and 1
white yarn.

Figure 3 (a) Schematic of coded yarn-based fabric tag.
Side view of coded yarn (b) and regular yarn (c) from warp
direction.
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specific number (depends on the number of digits used in the sys-
tem). The checksum will result in a mismatch if there is only one
digit incorrect in the sequence. For instance, if the digit in the first
position is incorrectly detected (recognized as “2” instead of “1”),
the checksum would be different because of the value altered in the
first position, and the check digit would not match the calculated
checksum. The actual woven tag based on a checksum designing
strategy is shown in Figure 4.

4. CNN- BASED OBJECT DETECTION
ALGORITHM FOR TAG RECOGNITION

The task of tag recognition is to extract the information encrypted
in the tag. In our case, the tag recognition consists of the localization
of the coded yarns and the classification of the coded yarns simul-
taneously based on the special optical features of the coded yarns.
The information integrated into the tag can be extracted once the
sequence of the coded yarns is detected and verified by the check-
sum algorithm.

Figure 4 Physical woven fabric tag specimen based on a
checksum designing strategy.

The traditional approaches such as HOG [30], SIFT [21], and SURF
[31], which heavily dependent on the manually extracted features
are not robust regarding the illumination conditions, image scale
changes and image rotations. The flexible nature leads to the dis-
tortion and bending of the coded yarn in textiles, which brings a
variation on the optical features. Membership functions based on
the optical feature distribution are used for the classification of
coded yarns, as discussed in [7]. However, though the extracted
optical features can be successfully incorporated with yarn classifi-
cation, the manually selected features and parameters diminished
the robustness when there is a certain variety in characteristics of
the coded yarns.

Therefore, a CNNs based method—a data-driven approach, is used
in this paper for the tag recognition. The fundamental idea of CNNs
founded on the application of multiscale filters to achieve suitable
features with the raw data with minimal preprocessing [32]. The
basic features (colors, edges) are delivered by the preliminary con-
volutional blocks and propagate through the whole network struc-
ture, which enabled a sophisticated representation for the final clas-
sification [33]. In this paper, considering the aforementioned rea-
sons, Faster R-CNN [34] is adopted for the tag recognition. The
framework of the coded yarn recognition system is shown in
Figure 5.

4.1. The Network Architecture of Faster
R-CNN

In 2014, Girshick et al. [35] proposed the idea of combining region
proposals with CNNs, which used Selective Search algorithms to
propose Regions of Interests (RoI) and further a CNN for classi-
fication and adjustment. However, the training process is tedious
because the two parts of the network cannot be trained at the same

Figure 5 The framework of coded yarn-based fabric tag recognition system with Faster
region-based convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN).
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time. In order to improve the training process, Fast R-CNN [36]
was published in 2015, where the Region of Interest Pooling algo-
rithm was used to replace the Selective Search. Faster R-CNN [34]
further improves the training speed and accuracy by combining the
features of a fully differentiable convolutional network to do both
region proposals and detection. The whole framework of Faster R-
CNN consists of two modules, namely the region proposal network
(RPN) and the Fast R-CNNdetector, as shown in Figure 6. The RPN
is a fully convolutional network, which effectively generates region
proposals with multiple scales and aspect ratios. The Fast R-CNN
detector is then used to refine the proposed regions. The two mod-
ules share the same convolutional layers is utilized for joint train-
ing, which significantly increases the training speed and enables the
framework to train deep networks [34].

4.2. CNN Extractor

A CNN block is initially used as the feature extractor for input
images. However, deep learning models have a large number of
parameters to be trained, which often require a large dataset [37].
Transfer learning [38] was proposed to improve the model perfor-
mance by avoiding tedious data-labeling. In this process, a CNN
trained on a large source dataset was used as a base model, followed
by a fine-tuning according to a small customized target dataset. As
we start training with a trainedmodel, fewer data is required for the
training a deep neural network. Fine-tuning is feasible as the tar-
get dataset and the source dataset has some overlap on the sample
space [39]. In this paper, we use the PASCAL VOC [40] dataset as
the source dataset and fine-tune the ResNet-101 [24] model on our
target dataset, which consists of annotated images for our coded
yarn-based fabric tags. In our previous research work, some optical
features of the coded yarn are manually extracted for tag recogni-
tion; while in this paper, the features are automatically extracted by
the CNN network at multiple levels of abstraction [33].

4.3. Region Proposal Network

TheRPN takes the previous convolutional featuremap as input, and
outputs a series of rectangular object proposals (coded yarns) with
scores of objectness accordingly. The RPN slides over the convolu-
tional feature map proposed by the last shared convolutional layer

to generate region proposals. The slided features based on the con-
volutional computation with feature map are then imported to two
fully 1 by 1 convolutional layers for box regression and box classifi-
cation, respectively. For the box regression layer, the coordinates of
the bounding boxes were generated.While for the box classification
layer, objectness scores were proposed based on whether the pro-
posals contains an object (coded yarns). Since highly overlapping
occurred among the initial proposals, proposals with high Intersec-
tion over Union (IoU) aremerged using nonmaximum suppression
(NMS) [41]. In the RPN training process, if the proposal has an IoU
overlap higher than a threshold (0.7 in [34]) with the ground-truth
box, we assign the proposal to be a positive label; if the proposal has
an IoU overlap lower than a threshold (0.3 in [29]) with the ground-
truth box, we assign the proposal to be a negative label. It is worth
mentioning that the proposals are associated with multiply scales
and aspect ratios, which provide the translation-invariant proper-
ties over other methods [34]. Following the multi-task loss in Fast
R-CNN [36], the loss function is defined in Equation (1):

L
(
{pi} , {ti}

)
= 1

Ncls
∑
i
Lcls(pi, p∗i )

+𝜆 1
Nreg

∑
i
p∗i Lreg(ti, t∗i )

(1)

The multi-task loss has two parts, a classification term Lcls and a
regression term Lreg. i is the index of an anchor (proposal) and pi
is the predicted probability of anchor i being an object. p∗i repre-
sents the ground-truth label, where p∗i = 1 if the anchor is posi-
tive and p∗i = 0 if the anchor is negative. ti is a vector representing
the four parameterized coordinates of the predicted bounding box;
and t∗i is the vector of the ground-truth box associated with a posi-
tive anchor. Softmax loss is used for the classification loss Lcls, while
smooth L1 [36] is used for regression loss Lreg. The above two terms
are normalized by Ncls and Nreg, respectively, and λ (set as 10 [34])
is used as a balancing weight.

4.4. Classification Network

Several RoIs are proposed by the RPN. For each RoI, the RoI pool-
ing layer from the convolutional layers is used to extract a fixed
length feature vector. Then each feature vector is fed to a sequence
of fully connected layers. Finally, a Softmax loss is used as a classifier

Figure 6 The network architecture of Faster region-based convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN).
Pdf_Folio:717
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to distinguish the object classes and the background class. The val-
ues of the bounding-box coordinates are further optimized with the
related regression layer. Thus, after training, the whole network can
gain the ability to locate the coded yarn and distinguish the coded
yarn class at the same time.

5. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS

The procedure described in Section 2.1 was used to create different
optical features for the coded yarns. As shown in Figure 7, six coded
yarn classes based on different twists and color sequences were pro-
duced using 8.7 Tex1 black-and-white polyester yarns. Each type of
the coded yarn represents a digit, which can be further designed to
generate meaningful information. The specifications of the coded
yarns are listed in Table 1. Further, woven fabric tags were produced
following the procedure discussed in Section 2.2. The aforemen-
tioned coded yarns were integrated into the woven fabrics in prede-
fined sequences during theweaving process, and the last coded yarn
in a specific sequence was designed as the check digit (yarn) based
on the checksum algorithm as illustrated in Section 2.2. The maxi-
mum repeat pattern in a coded yarn is around 5mm (at 200 TPM2),
thus the float length is selected to be around 27mm in order to have
at least four complete patterns for feature extraction. Since hierar-
chical pooling layer are used in the CNN blocks for the coded yarn
detection, the multi-scale features can be extracted without refer-
ence scale and predefined position of the coded yarn as indicated
in [8], which enables an efficient end-to-end solution.

Figure 7 Different classes of coded yarn
specimens, where the annotated number
indicates the digit represented by each
coded yarn class.

In this paper, 54 coded yarn-basedwoven fabric tags were produced
for the analysis, where 40 tags were used for training, 5 tags were
used for validation, and 9 tags were used for testing. For each tag,
two 1500 × 1500 pixels images of were captured using a digital
camera under different day-light conditions (bright sunlight, illu-
minated shade, etc.) and different image capturing distances (from
20 cm to 40 cm) in order to increase variance in our image dataset.
The captured images are at 96 dots per inch (DPI), which is high
enough to express the optical features of individual coded yarns.
The specifications of our total 108 image dataset and the contained
coded yarns are listed in Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, the
distribution of different classes of coded yarns is roughly the same
for training, validation, and testing sets. Since the deep learning-
based recognition systemperforms regression on the bounding-box
positions of coded yarns during the training process, no preprocess-
ing processes were applied to the captured images.

It’s worthmentioning that different noises can be introduced during
the image capturing and transmitting process. Therefore, two dif-
ferent types of noises commonly occurring in image capture, zero-
mean Gaussian (ZMG) noise (additive noise), and salt-and-pepper
noise (S&P), also known as impulse noise, were synthetically added
to the testing images. ZMG noise was introduced randomly at four
variance levels, namely 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10. S&P noise was
introduced at four levels, namely 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%. For x% of
S&P noise, the salt noise and the pepper noise were equally intro-
duced, which means each accounted for half of the x% noise. In this
paper, the tag recognition algorithm was implemented in PyTorch
[42], and the Faster R-CNN framework is based on [43]. The pro-
posed algorithm was run on a Linux machine (Ubuntu 16.04) with
Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz and 8GB RAM. A 12GB NVIDIA Titan X
GPU was used for training.

The recognition of coded yarns is amulti-object detection task, thus
mean average precision (mAP) [40] is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance. The mAP is the mean value of the average precisions (APs)
of each object classes (coded yarns), where AP summarizes the pre-
cision/recall curve. The AP is defined as the mean precision at a set
of 11 equally spaced recall levels [0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 1], where precision
at each recall level is interpolated by taking the maximum precision
measured for which the corresponding recall exceeds the certain
level, as discussed in detail in [40].The precision and recall for each
object classes (coded yarns) are defined in Equations (2) and (3).

 

1Tex: gram per kilometer
2TPM: twists per meter
Pdf_Folio:6

 

Table 1 Specifications of coded yarn classes.

Represented digit 0 1 2 3 4 5
No. of twists per meter 200 200 400 400 800 800
Color composition 2 White 1 Black 1 White 2 Black 2 White 1 Black 1 White 2 Black 2 White 1 Black 1 White 2 Black

Precision = TP
TP + FP (2)

Recall = TP
TP + FN (3)

where TP is the number of True Positive objects—the correctly
detected coded yarns; FP is the number of False Positive objects—
incorrectly detected coded yarns, and FN is the number of False
Negative objects—undetected coded yarns. It is noteworthy that
the decision of Positive/Negative in object detection is based on
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the IoU between the predicted bounding box and the ground-truth
bounding box. As the purpose of our recognition task is to read
the sequence of the coded yarns in the textile coding tags, the exact
positions of the bounding boxes do not have a big impact on our
final tag recognition results. Thus, we select a relatively low thresh-
old value of IoU in our model [40]. The IoUs exceeded 0.5 are con-
sidered Positive instances (if the predicted label is the same the
ground-truth label, this instance is considered as True Positive; if
the predicted label is not the same as the ground-truth label, this
instance is considered as False Positive), while the IoUs equal to 0
are considered False Negative instances.

After the recognition of the coded yarns, a sequence of digits was
obtained for each tag, which was further validated by the check-
sum algorithm. Inspired by EAN [29], the last coded yarn in the
sequence is used as the check digit (yarn) to detect whether the
sequence is correct. Different weights are assigned to the digits at
odd and even positions (three for even positions, one for odd posi-
tions), and the checksum is calculated as a weighted sum of all the
digits (excluding the check digit) modulo a specific number. As we
have six different yarn classes, we use six as the divisor. The recog-
nition success rate is defined as the proportion of the number of
successfully verified codes over the total number of codes.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detection results of coded yarn-based fabric tags are presented
in Table 3. The detection results of testing set without noise, and
testing set with different level of ZMG and S&P noise are listed
accordingly. The AP for each coded yarn classes are calculated
according to VOC2007 standard [40] with the mAP appended on
the final column. As can be seen from Table 3, the mAP for the
testing set without noise reached to 96.3%, where each of the first
four classes has nearly 100% AP, and the last two classes (class “4”
and “5”) have relatively lower AP (88.6% and 89.3%, respectively).
With the increasing number of twists permeter (TPM), the twisting
angle of the yarns increased simultaneously, while the twisting dis-
tancex decreased. Moreover, the yarns with high twists tend to be
unstable in the fabric. Thus, the inherent optical features of the

coded yarns may be compromised. The observation of the APs
over different coded yarn classes evaluated the performance of indi-
vidual class, and indicated that the higher number of TPM may
result in a poorer performance, which provided guidelines for the
improvement of coded yarn designing.

The testing set with 0.01 variance of ZMG noise has a mAP of 96.1
%, which is nearly the same as the testing set without noise. How-
ever, as the variance level of the ZMG noise increases, the mAP
drops accordingly, which indicates our tag recognition method is
relatively sensitive to ZMG noise. The AP for the first four classes
remains around 100%, while the AP of the last two classes is seen
a slight drop with the increase of ZMG noise. As ZMG noise is
applied to every pixel in the image (shown in Figure 8(a)), the noises
are introduced during the convolutional operation. Thus, with the
aforementionedweak inherent optical features, the class “4” and “5”
coded yarns are more vulnerable to ZMG noises. Nevertheless, the
mAP for testing set with 0.1 variance of ZMG noise is 88.6%, which
is satisfactory for object detection task.

It is interesting to note that our tag recognitionmethod is insensitive
to S&P noises. As shown in Table 3, the mAP, as well as the AP for
individual coded yarn classes remains nearly the same for all the
four testing set with different level of S&P noises. Moreover, even
with 10% amount of S&P noise, the mAP is 94.7%, which is close to
the results for testing set with 1% S&P noise. S&P noise is one type
of impulse noise applied randomly to a certain amount of pixels in
the image as demonstrated in Figure 8(b). The pooling layers in the
CNN structure reducing the dimension of the image can minimize
the effect of randomly introduced noises and bring invariability to
the network, which explains the high mAP for testing set with S&P
noises. As illustrated in Figure 8, the coded yarn can still be detected
under the highest level of noises introduced to the testing sets.

Table 4 shows the number of successfully and unsuccessfully ver-
ified codes, and the corresponding recognition success rate. The
tag detection results were manually checked and are in consistency
with the checksum verification results. The recognition success
rate for testing set without noise is 94.4%, only 1 is unsuccessfully
verified out of 18 codes. The recognition success rate decreasesPdf_Folio:719

Table 2 Specifications of image datasets.

No. of Images No. of Different Classes of Coded Yarns
0 1 2 3 4 5

Training 80 136 128 144 136 136 120
Validation 10 16 20 22 18 12 12
Testing 18 32 28 24 26 32 38
Total 108 184 176 190 180 180 170

Table 3 Comparison of coded yarn -based fabric tags detection results on testing sets with and without noises.

Testing Set Average Precision of Different Classes of Coded Yarns (%) mAP (%)
0 1 2 3 4 5

Without noise 100.0 100.0 99.6 100.0 88.6 89.3 96.3
ZMG noise 0.01 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.6 89.0 88.1 96.1
ZMG noise 0.02 100.0 90.1 100.0 100.0 88.7 90.2 94.9
ZMG noise 0.05 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.1 87.4 80.1 94.3
ZMG noise 0.10 100.0 100.0 99.6 100.0 87.0 54.6 88.6
S&P noise 1% 100.0 90.9 100.0 100.0 88.7 89.6 94.8
S&P noise 2% 99.7 90.9 100.0 100.0 88.3 90.1 94.7
S&P noise 5% 100.0 100.0 90.1 99.3 88.1 90.9 94.7
S&P noise 10% 100.0 90.5 100.0 100.0 87.4 90.2 94.7
mAP, mean average precision; ZMG, zero-mean Gaussian; S&P, salt-and-pepper noise.
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Figure 8 Examples of detection results on testing set with different noises (a) 0.1 variance of ZMG
noise (b) 10% S&P noise, the insets show specific areas at higher magnification.

Table 4 Comparison of checksum validation results.

Testing Set
No. of Successfully
Verified Codes

No. of Unsuccessfully
Verified Codes

Recognition
Success Rate (%)

Without noise 17 1 94.4
ZMG noise 0.01 17 1 94.4
ZMG noise 0.02 15 3 83.3
ZMG noise 0.05 14 4 77.8
ZMG noise 0.10 12 6 66.7
S&P noise 1% 15 3 83.3
S&P noise 2% 15 3 83.3
S&P noise 5% 15 3 83.3
S&P noise 10% 15 3 83.3

ZMG, zero-mean Gaussian; S&P, salt-and-pepper noise.

Figure 9 Examples of detection results on testing set without noise (a) successfully
verified code (b) unsuccessfully verified code with an undetected coded yarn.

sharply with the increasing ZMG noise level. Though the mAP for
0.1 variance ZMG noise testing set is 88.6%, the AP for coded yarn
class “5” is 54.6%. Figure 9 demonstrates examples of detection
results on testing set without noise. If one coded yarn cannot be
detected or incorrectly detected in a specific tag, this tag will be
classified to “unsuccessfully verified” after the checksum algorithm.
Thus, the 0.1 variance ZMGnoise testing set has a lower recognition
success rate (66.7%)—6 out of 18 codes are unsuccessfully verified.
Nevertheless, for the testing sets with different level of S&P noises,
the recognition success rate remains the same (83.3%).

One important issue should be taken into consideration while
applying deep learning-based algorithms, which is the computa-
tional cost. The training process of our tag recognition algorithm
takes around 3 hours under the computational condition described

in Section 4. The computation time for each image in the testing
set is around 0.5 seconds. It is essential to note that, once the algo-
rithm is properly trained, it can be directly applied for tag recog-
nition without updating parameters within the network. There-
fore, the computational cost is acceptable even for industrial level
application.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

In the past decades, the implementation of traceability in manufac-
turing industry has gained more and more attention and provided
solutions to several problems, such as counterfeit, product recall,Pdf_Folio:720
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and environmental pollutions. Considering the limitations of con-
ventional traceability tags (RFIDs and barcodes), textile-based tags
is predicted to play a stronger role. Moreover, the booming of deep
learning-based algorithms provided new paradigms for the coded
yarn-based fabric tag recognition task. In this paper, new designs of
the woven traceability tags with 3-ply coded yarns are proposed to
increase tag diversity, and checksum algorithm is integrated for tag
verification. A deep learning object detection algorithm—Faster R-
CNN has been successfully introduced to provide a robust end-to-
end solution for coded yarn recognition for the first time. ThemAP
for the coded yarn-based fabric tags detection reached 96.3% (with-
out noise). The S&P noise has an insignificant effect on the mAP
and code valid rate, whereas the ZMG noise has more impact on
the mAP and code valid rate with the increase of ZMG noise vari-
ance. The checksum verification results demonstrated that 17 out of
the total 18 testing images were detected correctly—94.4% recogni-
tion success rate (without noise), which was consistent withmanual
confirmation results. Therefore, it is promising to apply checksum
to confirming whether the detection results are correct.

In future work, the potential feasibility for industrial application
will be explored. For example, coded tag detection framework can
be developed systematically. A pipeline including image capturing,
code recognition, verification, and information exchange can pro-
vide a novel alternative in the real production scenario. The deep
learning-based algorithm for the tag recognition can be improved
accordingly for real-time detection. Moreover, we can introduce
more possibility on the designing of coded yarns. The AP results of
each yarn classes in this paper can also provide guidelines for the
designing strategy, as the class “4” and “5” have relatively poor per-
formance. It is reasonable to expect an increase in the AP with rela-
tively low yarn twists. The 3-ply twisting yarn is proved an efficient
way for yarn coding, two different colored yarns are utilized to offer
contrast and “Z” twist is used in this paper for all the coded yarns.
More color combination and different twist direction can provide
more options for yarn coding. Further, the implementation of the
coded yarns enables the traceability for woven fabrics in this paper,
and can be expended to any kind of fabrics (e.g., knitted, nonwo-
ven) with the help of embroidery technology, which opens up a new
prospect. We must mention that the focuses of this paper is on the
textile industry by selecting textile fabrics for demonstration, how-
ever, the use of deep learning as a tool makes our proposed concept
and methodology highly adaptable to many other manufacturing
sectors.
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